With globally recognized quality products, Casino Technology once again proves
its innovative thinkingpresenting its unique, one-of-a-kind, true immersive slot
machine ARCH™. ARCH™ was released just recently for sale in North and South
America after its successful launch in Europe. The luxurious ARCH™ slot machine with
its unique 42” horizontally curved HD monitor proved amazing results, already with
multiple installations in Europe, providing a true immersive feel to the players and
multiples to the bottom line for the operators.
This year ARCH™ is coupled with few video slot multigame titles, all of them certified
and ready for installation – GAMOPOLIS ARCH™, a multigame with 20 and 40
uniquevideo slot titles, 8 PEACOCKS™progressive link with 5 unique Asian themed
titles, and the HOT ROD™ premium branded slot machine.Amongst the new attractive
games, forming the GAMOPOLIS ARCH™ multigame collection, are Mystic Moon, Cash
Robot, Alaska Wild, Duck Spell, Briliants of Fire and many more. With its true high
definition,42" curved gaming customized display, ARCH™ offers perfect viewing angle
with crisp and clear imagethat reinforces the perfection in the graphics. For
its innovation and uniqueness, ARCH™ was nominated for Land Based Gaming
Innovation category on this year Global Gaming Awards in Las Vegas.
The company had licensed its unique technology for North America and presents its
product portfolio together with its USA licensee and counterpart Alto Gaming
(Alternative Gaming Solutions, Inc.)
Alto Gaming keeps speeding ahead as well with innovation and alternative approach to
gaming with the spectacular HOT ROD™slot machine. Their unique creative take to the
slot machine of the new generation provided a brilliant modular concept that couples

the slot machine ARCH™ with a themed HOT ROD™designed housing and chair, thus
providing a real feel for the fans. It combines powerful mix of excellentergonomic
and gaming features matching the excitement and passion of roddin g. HOT ROD™
brand is perfectly accompanied with unique game design characteristics, offering a 50line game with multiple interactive bonuses, driven by the exclusive ARCH™ cabinet.
As the passion for hot rodding brings together people of all generations, Alto
Gaming has the opportunity to satisfy the taste ofboth Millenials and their parents. The
product is lined up for multiple installations this coming year and is certified for North
America as well as for multiple international jurisdictions.
Another well recognized and renown product presented with its new fully tested and
certified line of multigame sets is GAMOPOLIS™. The latest release from the popular
series, SPEEDWAY™ provides 4 new versions, starting from 70 to 73, with 40
games in each set.New player interface, enhanced game play wed with the proved
math models and variety volatility ranges are amongst the new features of
theGAMOPOLIS™ SPEEDWAYmultigame series. Vast game options, like pick-up
bonuses, super games, novelty side bets, cascading reels, the favorite fruit games, hot
sevens and bars, makes G AMOPOLIS™ SPEEDWAY the preferred choice forboth high
performance and diversity on the gaming floor.
GAMOPOLIS™ SPEEDWAY is offered in the stylish AURORA™ upright cabinet and
TANGRA™ slant top cabinet, combining sophisticated design, high technological
features and best player comfort.

Specially designed for North America, Alto Gaming will showcase a series of
proprietary single Class III slot games amongst which WILD SUNRISE™, JUNGLE
FORTUNE™ and MAGIC PEARL™ certified and available for a number of jurisdictions.
Through the extended reach of the online and social channels the games of both
companies are gaining popularity amongst social gaming players on Facebook and
various other platforms. During G2E will be displayed the rich portfolio of more than
100 unique video slots available both in HTML5 and Flash technology on the
ELEPHANT™ remote game server. The mobile version provides extremely smooth
game play and great graphi cs quality for more entertainment and longer time in play.

ELEPHANT™ is an integral part of the revolutionary BIG 5™ suite of systems that links
seamlessly online to land based operation and provides common tools for operation
and management. During the last year BIG 5™ have been installed in several

operations internationally in its full functionality, showcasing the seamless omni
channel gaming experience from land based to online environment. Casino Technology
was amongst the very few companies that released for a first time a complete
seamless solution that connects the virtual casino environment with the brick and
mortar operation with a common set of systems and provides a common players e wallet and loyalty program.

All this and many more at booth #2046 at G2E, Las Vegas!
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